Latin Rocks!
Planning Page

You will use this page to form your plan for painting a classically-themed rock. Your rock should have an identifiable classical theme or have Latin writing on it. You could use a favorite Latin quote, or you could depict a favorite person or story from history or mythology. Is there a way that your rock could illustrate something about Latin which you would like to share with your community?

I. What will you paint? List some ideas based on a classical topic, person, or story.

II. Will your rock have Latin writing on it? If so, write it here. Shorter is better since space is limited.

III. In the oval below, practice drawing your design. Plan the colors you will use, and label them by drawing lines to from your design to the Latin colors listed on the right.

IV. Where in your community will you hide your rock?

albus, a, um
āter, ātra, ātrum
cæruleus, a, um
cānus, a, um
flāvus, a, um
fulvus, a, um
lūteus, a, um
prasinus, a, um
purpureus, a, um
rosāceus, a, um
ruber, rubra, rubrum